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n the evening of March 10, 2003, 
two New York Police Department 
detectives, James V. Nemorin and 

Rodney J. Andrews, were shot and killed 
in an unmarked police car while attempt-
ing an undercover purchase of a Tec-9 
assault pistol on Staten Island. The case 
was significant not just because two of-
ficers had died but because the man who 
was eventually charged with the murders, 
Ronell Wilson, faced the possibility of 
becoming the first person in more than 
fifty years to be executed for a crime in 
New York State.

The government’s theory was that Wil-
son, who was with an accomplice in the 
back seat of the car, shot the detectives 
during a robbery attempt. Among the 
evidence retrieved from the crime scene 
were hundreds of hairs and fibres, and 
prosecutors enlisted Lisa Faber, a crimi-
nalist and the supervisor of the N.Y.P.D. 
crime lab’s hair-and-fibre unit, to testify at 
Wilson’s trial, last winter. Under question-
ing in Brooklyn federal court, Faber said 
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When put under the microscope, Hollywood's 
make-believe is not as clear-cut as it seems.

that she had compared samples of fabric 
from the detectives’ car with fibres found 
on gloves, jeans, and a baseball cap that 
Wilson had allegedly been wearing on the 
night of the crime. The prosecutor asked 
Faber to describe the methods and equip-
ment she had used to 
make her analysis. Then 
she asked Faber what she 
had found. “My conclu-
sion is that all of those 
questioned fibres could 
have originated from the 
interior of the Nissan 
Maxima, from the seats, 
and/or the backrests,” 
Faber said. She added that in her field 
“the strongest association you can say is 
that ‘it could have come from’ ” the source 
in question.

Faber’s testimony was careful and 
responsible—and not very significant. She 
could not say how common the auto-
mobile fabric that she had examined is, 
or how many models and brands use it. 

Nor could she say how likely it was that 
the fabric from the car would show up on 
Wilson’s clothes. Faber used no statistics, 
because there was no way to establish 
with any precision the probability that 
the fibres came from the detectives’ car. 

DNA tests had proved 
that blood from one of 
the detectives was on 
Wilson’s clothes, and 
based on this fact, as well 
as on testimony from 
his accomplice and from 
Faber, Wilson was con-
victed and sentenced to 
death. “Given how much 

evidence they had in the case, I wasn’t 
crucial,” Faber told me. “The prosecutors 
liked the idea of fibre evidence in addition 
to everything else. Maybe they thought 
the jury would like it because it was more 
‘CSI’-esque.”
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 "The prosecutors liked the 

idea of fibre evidence... 

Maybe they thought the 

jury would like it because it 

was more 'CSI'-esque."

-Lisa Faber
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